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ABSTRACT
This research attempts to develop and to study the effects of the change in the same type
of belt models on the injury criteria. To study the effects, total of six MADYMO models with
three different belt models are generated. The models consist of MADYMO generated belt
segments, finite element belt, and finite element belt without belt joining buckle. These models
are studied on the basis of the Federal Aviation Regulations FAR Part 25.562 general and
emergency landing conditions. The Hybrid III 50th percentile FAA dummy is used for the study
as it is more compatible than Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy for the aviation purpose.
To create the belts, various types of software and approaches are used and their results
then are compared with the mechanical test or standards written by Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) or National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). This
research attempts to find out how the belt models affects the injury level of an occupant during
frontal crash impact in aviation accident.
To support the results in validation process, the data of four actual crash lab testing
carried out at National Institute for Aviation Research is used. The validations are carried out on
the basis of the statistical test and comparison of the dummy kinematics of the actual mechanical
tests and simulation. The methods of correlation coefficient and peak value measurement of the
acceleration, forces and moments experienced by the occupant are used to validate the models.
The injury levels obtained by the simulation models are also compared with the critical values
regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
In 21st century the air travel has proved its abilities over time of journey and the safety.

Many efforts are researched to inform and educate the air traffic to eliminate human and
mechanical difficulties that lead to aviation accident. According to Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in next 20 years the air traffic will double and it may increase the rate of
aviation accidents too.

Figure 1. Aviation accident statistics [1]
According to the Annual review of Aircraft Accident Data by National Transportation
Safety Board total of 1,727 general aviation accidents occurred during calendar year 2001,
involving 1,749 aircraft. The total number of general aviation accidents in 2001 was lower than
in 2000, with a 6% decrease of 110 accidents. Of the total number of accidents, 325 were fatal,
resulting in a total of 562 fatalities. The number of fatal general aviation accidents in 2001
decreased 6% from calendar year 2000, and the total number of fatalities that resulted also
decreased by 6%. From Figure 1, it can be observed that, the rate of accidents during period from
1992 to 2001 has reduced. Therefore, to reduce this rate of accidents, more research in this field
is required.

1.2

Objective
The purpose of this thesis and research work is to study the effects on the injury criteria

due to use of various belt models under specific and unique conditions. For that, frontal impact
condition in aviation is selected. In the frontal impact scenario, the dummy is restrained by the
two point belt and whole dummy kinematics is thoroughly governed by the two point seat belt or
any restraining device. Hence, in frontal crash scenario, two point seat belt or any restraining
device play major role while deciding the performance and physical behavior of the dummy. So
the study of the belts has become an important issue.
Also to generate the belt models various approaches and software are used. As the belt or
restraining system is the most dominating system in the frontal crash scenario, the use of various
methods and software while creating the belts, may affect the dummy or occupant kinematics
which will ultimately affect the recommended injury levels.
Therefore, this research, is concentrating on the generation of the various belt models and
their effects on the injury criteria.

1.3

General Injury Mechanisms in Crash Scenarios

1.3.1

Skull fracture
Skull fracture can occur with or without damage to the brain but is itself not an important

cause of neurological death or disability. Skull fractures can be classified in many ways and are
considered open fractures if the dura is torn or closed fracture if it is not. More conveniently
fractures are categorized into those of the base. Injuries to the neural substance of the brain are
primarily cause of neurological dysfunction and can readily be divided into two categories [2].
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1.3.2

Focal brain injuries
Focal Brain Injuries are those in which a lesion large enough to be visualized with the

naked eye has occurred and comprised contusion, subdural hematoma, epidural hematoma and
intracerebral hematoma. These injuries comprise approximately 50 % of all head injury patients
admitted to the hospital and are responsible for two-thirds of head injury deaths [2].
1.3.3

Diffuse brain injuries
Diffuse brain injuries on the other hand, are associated with more widespread or global

disruption of neurological function and are not usually associated with macroscopically visible
brain lesion. Rather they cause widespread disruption of either the function or structure of the
brain. Since diffuse brain injuries, for the most part, are not associated with visible microscopic
lesions, they have historically been lumped together to mean all injuries not associated with focal
lesion [2].

1.4

General Injury Criteria

1.4.1

Head injury criterion
The head injury criterion was used to asses head injury. Values greater than 700 indicate

that there is likelihood of serious head injury. HIC is calculated when the head of the occupant
comes in hard contact with another rigid object during a frontal (contact) impact.
It is evaluated as [3]
2. 5

⎡ 1 t2
⎤
HIC = max ⎢
a
(
t
)
dt
⎥ (t 2 − t1 )
∫
t
t
−
⎢⎣ 2 2 t1
⎥⎦
Where,
t1, t2 = arbitrary instants of time when head experiences acceleration or deceleration.
3

a(t) = resultant linear acceleration at the center of gravity of the head.
1.4.2

Neck injury criterion
The neck injury occurs due to excessive compressive or tensile forces along the neck axis

or excessive shear forces acting perpendicular to the neck axis. The duration of the load acting
on the neck also affects the level of injury. Neck injury criteria formulated by Mertz and Patrick
was used.
The criteria for compressive loading was [3]
F > 900 – 20t

t< 30 ms

F > 250 lb (f)

t> 30 ms

The criteria for tensile loading was
F> 740 – 2.6 t

t < 34 ms

F> 1888 - 36.4 t

34ms < t > 45 ms

F> 250 lb (f)

t > 45 ms

Neck injuries can also occur due to excessive moments. A limiting value of 504in-lb and
1680 in-lb was set for moments in extension and flexion respectively. (The SI equivalent of 1 lbf is 4.484 N and in 1 in-lbf is 0.1130 N-m)
1.4.3

Thoracic trauma index
Thorax consists of vital organs like heart, chest which are vulnerable to rapid changes in

the acceleration pulse. It has been seen for the cadaver tests that the peak lateral acceleration on
the struck side of the rib and lower thoracic spine greatly influences the injury to the thorax [8].
The TTI for the side impact has been defined as [3]
TTI (d) = 0.5 (RIBg + T12g)
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Where,
RIBg = Peak acceleration of the 4th and the 8th rib
T12 g = Peak absolute value of the 12th Thoracic vertebrae in lateral direction (G)
TTI (d) = Thoracic Trauma Index for the side impact dummy
1.4.4

Viscous injury response (VC)
Vital organs the chest, heart and blood vessel are built of soft tissues. Therefore

understanding the mechanism of soft tissue is critical for safety of the occupant. It has been seen
from the experiments the soft tissue injury is induced by rate sensitive deformation of the chest.
In some cases pulmonary had cardiac injuries occurred in the conditions of high impact
velocities with very little chest deformations. This is also supported by injuries caused by
impacts are fatal
The viscous criterion is the maximum value of a time function formed by the product of
the velocity of deformation (V) and the instantaneous compression function (C). It is represented
by [3]
⎡ dD (t ) D(t ) ⎤
V ∗ C = max ⎢
×
⎥
To ⎦
⎣ dt

Where,
D(t) = deflection of the chest
T0 = initial torso thickness
A value of 1.5 m/s was used as a reference value for the human tolerance for the chest
and a value of 2 m/s for the abdomen of SID in a lateral collision.
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1.4.5

Femur force criteria
The Femur Force Criterion (FFC) is a measure of injury to the femur.

It is the

compression force transmitted axially on each femur of the dummy as it is measured by the
femur load cell. The FFC injury calculation is applied to the joint constraint force in the bracket
joint located at a femur load cell. It is assumed that the coordinate systems of this joint are
oriented in agreement with SAE J221/1 because as axial force, the component of the constraint
force in the joint direction is used. A duration curve of this time history signal is made. The
resulting femur axial force duration curve must not exceed the value of 10 kN [4].

1.4.6

Chest 3ms criteria
Chest 3ms criteria give acceptable limit of the maximum acceleration experienced by the

occupant over 3ms of time interval. For the chest 3ms criteria, chest acceleration should not
exceed more than 60 G over time interval of 3ms during crash event [4].

1.4.7

Chest deflection criteria
For chest deflection criteria, it suggests that, chest deflection should not exceed more

than 63mm during crash event. If the chest deflection value goes beyond the recommended
value, it shows serious chest injuries in the chest cavity [4].
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2. TESTING PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS

2.1

Introduction
To achieve the more practical results, testing of the dummies should be carried out in

prescribed and in accurate manner. Regulations written by Federal Aviation Administrations
(FAA) must be used to authenticate the crash test. Dummy positioning, belt routing,
instrumentations, sled acceleration pulses, must follow the regulations given by Federal Aviation
Administrations (FAA). Federal Aviation Regulation FAR Part 25.562 is used to carry out the
lab testing. Some of the useful definitions and regulations required for the test are as follows.

2.2

Pass/Fail Criteria for FAR Part 25.562

The dynamic impact tests must follow the conditions as stated [5]:
1. The occupant restraint system should be attached to the all points of attachment, and the
primary load path should remain constant.
2. Structural deformation of the load-carrying parts is acceptable provided the load path is
continuous.
3. Seat belt deformations are considered acceptable. If during the test, seat belt is cut or torn by
the seat features it should be investigated to their cause and appropriate corrective measures
should be implemented. However, retest is not necessary.
4. HIC value of 1000 is considered to be the critical value for the ATD’s head impact. In any
case it should be exceeded.
5. Individual strap loads should not exceed 1750 lbs for upper torso restraint (7.78 kN)
6. Compressive load between pelvis and lumbar column must not exceed 1500 lbs (6.67 kN).
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7. Maximum axial compressive load on femur should not exceed 2250 lbs (10 kN).
2.3

Definitions [5]

1. Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD): A device which can be used to substitute the human
body to provide realistic dynamic response.
2. Baseline Testing: The primary set of tests performed for the original certification to ensure
that a family of seats meets the regulatory requirements.
3. Energy Absorbing Device: A device which can absorb the energy produced in the form of
vibrations.
4. Energy Absorber” Bottom-Out”: The maximum capacity condition of the energy absorbing
element or device.
5. Instability Failure: It is a condition of a structure after which the structure is no more capable
of carrying the load. In this condition, the structure loses its capability to carry the load (e.g.
buckling of the column.)
6. Occupant Position: The position of the occupant relative to the fixed points on the seat
systems.
7. Rational Analysis: An analysis which is based on some standard or approved theories.
8. Seat Primary Load Path: It is the group of the components or systems which actually carries
the load from its application point to the structure.
The primary load paths are:
• Structural, Lumbar, and head-path
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2.4

General Test Procedures [5]

1. To conduct the crash lab testing of the ATD, it has to be positioned and secured within the
system to achieve the accurate and practical results. Preparation may include the positioning of
the ATD per test standards, restraining system anchoring on the ATD, and instrumentation to
collect the data during the test.
2. ATD’s can be considered as the replication of the human body. To achieve the accurate
performance of the ATD during the test procedures, the ATD should be well maintained in
accordance with the requirements described in their specifications. If the parts of the ATD are
replaced or modified it has to be recalibrated as per the specifications.
3. Extremes of temperature and humidity can affect ATD performance.
Standard temperature range: 66-78 degrees F (19-26 degrees C)
Humidity ranges: 10-70 % at least 4 hours prior to test.
4. Each ATD should be clothed as follows:
Short sleeves shirt
Mid-calf pants
Shoes (size 11E) approx 2.5 lbs
5. While making the markings on the ATD head, the material of the marker should be used in
such a way that, it should not affect the resulting HIC values.
6. Friction in the limb joints should not too high. The joints should be able to take the limb loads
when extended horizontally.
7. The ATD placement in the seat should not be asymmetric.
8. Clearance between seat back and ATD’s back should be avoided.
9. The ATD's knees should not be in contact. At least 4 inch gap is desired.
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10. For a crew or staff testing (i.e. pilot testing) the ATD’s arms should be lightly tied to the
aircraft controls. The ATD’s arms should not be placed on the armrests in any test conditions as
it may influence the data collection of the lumbar load during the down test.
11. The feet should be flat on the ground for passenger type of testing while for flight crew
testing it should be placed on the pedals or at 45 degrees.
12. Hip joints should always maintain their position with respect to the seat. In this case belt
should be very tight and shim should not be open.
13. To secure the ATD on its initial position the use of auxiliary restraints is allowed, provided
that the auxiliary restraint(s) must not interfere with the results of the test.
14. Seat Adjustment: seat adjustments should be identical as that of the real scenario for accurate
prediction in test environments.
15. Installation of Instrumentation: Instrumentation plays an important role in collecting the data.
Following care should be followed for instrumentation installation:
1. Transducer deformation should be avoided.
2. Lead wire entanglement around the ATD should be avoided.
3. Transducers should be calibrated before the test as per specifications.
4. Sufficient play should be considered in lead-wires as there should not be shortage of the leadwires during the motion.
16. The first contact between ATD shoulder and webbing is to be measured with the help of load
cells. Load cell used, should not suppose to change the characteristics of the belt for the
placement purpose. These load cells can be calibrated using the small section of the belt as per
specifications. If the placements of these load cells causing a sag in the belt system due to the
self weight then they can be supported using tape or strings to avoid errors in the data collection.
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17. The self weight of the load cells, the mass of the structure located in between them and the
forces applied by the test articles may influence the data collection. It may be necessary to
compensate the test data for that inaccuracy if the error is considerably significant.
18. Restraint System Adjustment. Tightening of the restraint system must not be beyond the
reasonable expected level in use. Also, the emergency locking device i.e. inertia reel must not be
locked before the impact.
19. To perform the test 2, slack from the restraint system should be removed as possible.
20. Floor Requirement: Floor is not the mandatory condition for test 2. However, if installed it
should not restrict the feet movement of the ATD.

2.5

Dynamic Test Procedures

2.5.1

Test configuration II according to FAR 25.562 emergency landing conditions [6]

For occupant and structure safety there should be proper use of safety features such as restraint
system.
1. Each seat type must be based on some standard rational analysis along with one dynamic
testing.
2. When the longitudinal axis of the airplane is inclined at an angle of 30 degrees the downward
velocity must be greater than 35ft/sec with maximum floor deceleration 14g in less than 0.08
seconds.
3. When the longitudinal axis is yawed 10 degrees the forward velocity must be greater than
44ft/sec. Maximum deceleration must attend 16g in 0.09 seconds.
4. Individual strap loads should be within 1750 lbs and total strap loads should be within 2000
lbs.
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5. Lumbar load on dummy should be within 1500 lbs.
6. HIC value should be within 700.
7. Axial compressive loads on femur should be within 2250 lbs.
2.5.2

Test configuration I according to FAR 25.561 general condition [6]
These test configurations simulates the conditions of the airplane, in the emergency

landing for a general condition.
The list of the accelerations/decelerations as follows:
(i) Upward, 3.0g
(ii) Forward, 9.0g
(iii) Sideward, 3.0g on the airframe; and 4.0g on the seats and their attachments.
(iv) Downward, 6.0g
(v) Rearward, 1.5g

2.6

Actual Test Set Up

2.6.1

National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR) sled facility
The Crash Dynamics Laboratory provides a facility for research, testing, and certification

of aircraft and non-aviation components under dynamic impact (simulated crash) conditions. The
state-of-the-art impact sled can reach speeds of 55 mph with a 2500 lb. payload and adjust
impact pulse peak profiles to match client needs up to 26 g's (51 g's with a reduced payload). In
addition to the sophisticated data acquisition system, NIAR uses a high-speed video system that
captures 1000 frames per second. Hybrid II and Hybrid III anthropomorphic test dummies are
used.
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The actual tests were carried out at National Institute for Aviation Research, Wichita.
Total of four tests were carried out according to the FAA regulations. Figure 2 and Figure 3
shows the actual test set up for Test configuration I and Test configuration II respectively.
To record initial position of the dummy is an important step, because while generating
the simulation model, these records can be used as reference points to set the initial positions of
the dummy. The initial positions were recorded by coordinate measuring machine, and that data
is saved in the .CSV format. This data includes XY points, which are used to create ellipsoidal
points in the simulation model as reference points.

Figure 2. Actual set up for test configuration I
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Figure 3. Actual set up for test configuration II
2.6.2

Comparison and selection of the dummy for the actual test
To obtain the accurate and practical results, the test should be carried out in such manner,

that it should represent the actual event of impact. The devices used to carry out the test should
be equivalent. Hence, to represent the body size and weight of the average size of the human, the
50th percentile dummy is used. 50th percentile dummies are available in three types as follows,
1. Hybrid II 50th percentile dummy
2. Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy
3. Hybrid III 50th percentile FAA dummy
The Figure 4 (a), (b), and (c) shows the above three types of dummies respectively. Out of the
three available options of the dummies above, the standard Hybrid II and Hybrid III 50th
percentile dummies are general more suitable for the automotive impact tests. To hold the
steering wheel of the automobile, the lumbar columns of these dummies are slightly curved or
bended in forward direction inherently. While in case of Hybrid III 50th percentile FAA dummy,
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the lumbar column is straight as there is no application like a steering wheel to be served. In
addition to this Hybrid III 50th percentile FAA dummy has improved neck structure and
acceleration, velocity, displacement, and torque signals can be measured during impact event
which in case of Hybrid II 50th percentile FAA dummy is not possible.

(a)Hybrid II 50th

(b) Hybrid III 50th

(c) Hybrid III 50th FAA

Figure 4. Comparison and selection of dummy for the test [7]
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3. COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
3.1 MADYMO
MADYMO is abbreviated name for Mathematical Dynamic Modeling. It is a one of the
excellent software program to study the active and passive safety of the occupants and general
biomechanics studies.

Spring Damper Models
Kelvin Elements
Maxwell Elements
Point restraint Model
User Defined forces

FEM Model

Acceleration Field Model

Rigid Body System

Other Models

Belt Model

Airbag Models
Contact Interaction
Models
Planes
Ellipsoids

Figure 5. MADYMO 3D structures [3]
MADYMO offers capabilities for the biomechanical study through the multi-body design
approach which can simulate the overall motion of the systems connected by different
complicated kinematical joints and constraints as shown in Figure 5. It also offers capabilities in
structural analysis of the mechanical systems however it is not necessary to import the geometry
in FE format.
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MADYMO evaluates the second time derivatives of the degrees of freedom in explicit form.
This feature in MADYMO is very useful to generate the efficient algorithm for large body
systems. Before starting an analysis in MADYMO user has to define the initial parameters of the
system. Various kinematic joints can be processed simultaneously. This is required to define the
initial position of the system. Kinematic joints are available with dynamic restraints to account
for joint stiffness, damping, vibration and friction. MADYMO also offers finite element solver
capabilities. In finite element method, the actual continuum is divided into finite volumes,
surfaces or line segments. The continuity between these elements is ensured. This provides a
very powerful approach for the analysis. Dividing the continuum makes it relatively easy to
analyze the elements. These finite numbers of elements has to be connected by the points called
as Node. The initial positions and velocities after the final positions of these nodes are governed
by various properties that are structural, thermal, electrical properties and have to be defined
before the analysis in MADYMO.
Different time integration methods can be used to show the interaction between bodies
and finite. Time integration methods are used in the equations of motion of the finite element
part and the multi-body part.
For creation of MADYMO input file, various parameters must be specified. These
parameters include details about the number of multi body system and finite element structure,
their configuration for multi body each structure, the finite element mesh, element types and
material properties. In addition, it has finite element structures for the driver-passenger side
airbag and the knee-bolster. There are number of standard databases available which give
information about crash dummies. Using all this information an input data file is set up. This file
includes all the information about mass distribution characteristics of the multi body system and
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general characteristics like specification about the joints, their characteristics and finite element
structure.
MADYMO provides acceleration field model which computes the effect of homogeneous
acceleration field on bodies of finite elements at the center of gravity. It simulates the
acceleration forces on occupant during impact.
Two types of element models are determined:
1. The Kelvin element is a uni-axial element: Parallel combination of a spring and damper.
2.

The Maxwell element is also a uni-axial element: Series combination of spring and
damper.
For representation of the shapes in the body; various shapes are used. This includes

shapes ellipsoids and facets. These shapes can also be used for modeling other different shapes.
Contacts can be defined between these bodies.
There are various belt models available. The belt model causes pre-tension and rupture of
belt segments or initial belt slack. Using this model the elastic characteristics can be specified for
each single belt segment. Slip of belt material from one segment to another can also be specified.
After all these specifications, the final part of input file deals with the output of the
system. It describes the required output from the simulation. There is large number of output
control parameters available in MADYMO that are used to describe the output from the
simulation. Typical examples would be accelerations, forces, torques and kinematic data.
MADYMO has also offered capability to evaluate HIC, femur loads, TTI, GSI and VC
responses. Results of the simulation process are stores in separate files. Post-processing
programs are used to access these files.
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MADYMO is an excellent tool used for enhancing vehicle safety. Use of MADYMO
package enables the user to determine the intensity of possible injuries. It also helps to reduce the
scale of possible injuries. For this many design parameters may be changed or special safety
features may be introduced [3].
3.2

Systems in MADYMO

3.2.1

Reference / inertial space

Consider any object in the space. A 3-Dimensional coordinate system (X, Y, Z) can be attached
to the body, as shown in Figure 6. The positive Z-axis is chosen in such way that it points
upwards in direction, which is opposite to the direction of gravity.

Figure 6. Reference Space (Redrawn) [3]
3.2.2

Null system
A null system is a feature available in MADYMO version 5.0 and below. It is removed

and not available in MADYMO version 6.0 and above.
As shown in Figure 7, a vehicle for which the motion is known from experimental data is
shown. However, usually system with one body is used for modeling. The coordinate system
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connected to a null system is denoted by (Xn, Yn, Zn). This new coordinate system is referred to
as null system coordinate system.
Features can be connected to the null system [3]:
1. Ellipsoid
2. Restraint systems
3. Nodes/ elements
4. Spring/dampers
5. Contact surfaces

Figure 7. Null system coordinate system (Redrawn) [3]
3.2.3 Multi-body systems
A multi-body system is a system of multiple bodies connected by some mechanical
constraints. The MADYMO multi-body formalism is used for generating the equations of
motion. It is used when multiple systems of bodies are having a tree structure, as shown in
Figure 8 and systems with closed chains. As the tree structure systems are preferred, all the
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closed chains must be transformed to tree structure. This can be achieved by removing every
chain in a kinematic joint and then by substituting a closing joint.

Figure 8. Examples of single and multi-body systems
with tree structure (Redrawn) [3]
The relative motion of the two bodies is restricted if a Kinematic joint is used. In
MADYMO, there are total twelve types of joints available for the simulation. Some of the joint
examples are: translational joints, spherical joints, revolute joints, cylindrical joints, planar joints
and universal joints. Figure 9 shows the different types of joints.
The quantities called as degrees of freedom determine the relative motions of the joint.
Each joint has a specific number of degrees of freedom.
For example,
1. Revolute joint has DOF as 1
2. Cylindrical joint has DOF as 2
3. Spherical joint has DOF as 3
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Figure 9. Types of joints [3]
Kinematic Joints: For interconnection of pair of bodies in motion Kinematic Joints are
used. Some of the typical joints that are very commonly used are:
1. Translational Joint
2. Spherical joints
3. Revolute Joints
A kinematic joint is used when there is a relative motion between the pair of bodies. e.g. only
translation is allowed in translation joints. When the kinematic joints are used in between the two
bodies the constraint load is generated, due to which the relative motion of the pair of bodies is
restricted to a motion.
These constraint loads are equal and opposite in the magnitude and directions. Figure 10 shows
constraint loads on revolute joint [3].
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Figure 10. Constraint load in a spherical joint (Redrawn) [3]
3.2.4

Numerical integration methods in MADYMO
The equations of motions are solved numerically. IN MADYMO three methods are

available:
Modified Euler method with a fixed time step
Runge-Kutta method with fixed time step
Runge-Kutta Merson method with variable time step
These are one-step explicit method, which means the solution at a time point tn+1 can be
written explicitly in the terms of the solution at the preceding time point tn. The Runge-Kutta
Merson method cannot be used for applications with finite element models because these do not
allow the repeated time integration over the same time interval, which occurs when the step size
is reduced. For a given time step, the modified Euler method is less accurate than the RungeKutta methods. In order to obtain the same accuracy, the time step in the modified Euler method
should be 1 / 8th to the Runge-Kutta method and 1/16th of the Runge-Kutta Merson method.
When stability determines the step size, the modified Euler method is more stable than the
Runge-Kutta method. When finite element model is supported on a rigid body, the Runge-Kutta
method may become unstable [3].
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3.3

Finite Element Modeling in MADYMO
Though MADYMO has strong capabilities in multi-body design approach it also has

full FE capabilities for structural impact analysis. Various types of FE elements are available in
MADYMO such as truss, beam, membrane, shell and brick elements for various suitable
applications. It can generate several material models such as elastic, elasto-plastic, MooneyRivlin and hysteresis as per the testing requirements. MADYMO can process only FE models or
multi-body models or both models at the same time in the same model file. The interaction
between the multi-body model and the finite element model is shown in the following schematic
diagram.

MULTIBODY MODULE

FINITE ELEMENT MODULE

Interaction between multi-body and finite element models
For time history simulations (time dependant simulations) MADYMO uses a smaller time-step
for the finite element models as compared to the multi-body models. To reduce the processing
time MADYMO automatically opts for the smallest time step used in any of the finite element
models.
MADYMO uses the fourth order Runge-Kutta or Euler method for the time integration of
the equations of motion for the multi-body module. For the finite element models MADYMO
uses the central difference method. Actual positions and velocities at each time step of the
central difference method determine the support and contact forces [3].
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3.4

Dummy Database [3]
The Hybrid III 50th percentile FAA dummy is a Hybrid III 50th percentile male based

dummy. It is used for the development and certification of aircraft seats. The Hybrid III 50th
percentile FAA dummy is as alternative to the Hybrid II dummy allowed by Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in dynamic aircraft seat test regulations FAR/JAR 23, 25, 27 and 29
Section 562. The standard Hybrid III dummy differs from Hybrid FAA in the lumbar spine. The
lumbar spine shows a more realistic response in case of severe vertical loading. Extended
instrumentation is used in the Hybrid III 50th FAA, which is an improvement over Hybrid II
dummy.
The model is based on the standard Hybrid III 50th percentile model. Following are the
differences with respect to the standard Hybrid III 50th percentile ellipsoid model. Figure 11
shows a standard model of Hybrid III 50th percentile ellipsoid model.
Thorax/Ribs and Sternum
The chest flesh is the same as that of a Hybrid II part. The only difference is in the size,
location and contact characteristics of the ellipsoids. These characteristics have been adjusted as
per requirements.
Lumbar Spine
The lumbar spine is identical to a Hybrid II part. Resistance model is used with the
combination of a free joint and a protected joint to obtain a model for the lumbar spine which is
in compliance with the model specifications. In the protected model the relations between
rotations (bending and torsion) and displacements (compression, elongation and shear) are
specified. The location of the joints has been chosen in such a way that it should lie in the middle
area, between the connection plates of the lumber spine. The spine bodies are divided into two
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parts to represent the mass and inertia properties of the actual lumbar spine. The lower spine
body is attached to the lower torso by means of a bracket joint. Similarly the upper spine body is
also attached to the upper torso by bracket joint. These bracket joints allow the data collection of
the output of constraint loads at the upper and lower lumbar spine load cells. It has been
observed that, in the actual physical dummy, lumbar spine deformation is not only resisted by the
lumbar spine itself but also by contact interaction of the rib cage, the abdomen and the lower
torso. To accommodate this deformation in the models a three point-restraints has been
introduced which are referred as "AbdomenVertL/M/R"
Abdomen
The abdomen is connected to the lower torso with a translational joint. It has been
modeled as a separate body. This body part is used to describe the combined deformation of the
abdomen and the lower torso flesh due to the lap belt loading. This part is further modified in
Hybrid III FAA in which the abdomen has a cut-away to make place for the Hybrid III chest
deflection potentiometer.
Pelvis
In the pelvis section for more accurate results two additional ellipsoids have been added
to the pelvis. This modification represents the internal points on the metal pelvis bone casting of
the Hybrid-III pelvis which can be used to model contact between the pelvis bone and the seat to
represent the pelvis flesh compression.
Legs, Ankles and Feet
The legs, ankles and feet are identical to Hybrid II components. The Hybrid II model is
similar to the ellipsoid Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy, but the values of inertia and
dimensions have been modified to represent Hybrid II legs instead.
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Figure 11. Hybrid III 50th percentile FAA dummy [3]
3.5

Scaling of Dummies
Scalable dummy models can be used for designing safer vehicles and restraint systems.

The standard models are developed in such a way that they represent the majority of the
population within the specified age group. It is possible with scalable models to evaluate the
subjects with an anthropometry that differs from the available dummies. Sufficient accuracy is
required for valid results in both cases for exact representation of the anthropometry of the
victim. In case of child dummies it is more important. This is because the variation of the child
anthropometry within the same age group is observed to be wider as compared to adults.
For generating models of subjects with varying anthropometry, a method has been
developed. This method has been applied to most of the crash dummy models. This method
requires the reference dummy model, a parameterized description of the anthropometry of a
dummy model. This model is scaled to model with the specified anthropometry, but has same
structure as the reference model. First, according to the desired anthropometry a set of desired
parameters is generated. Then scaling of the reference model is performed towards the desired
parameters. Different scaling factors are applied for different body parts to derive the following
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aspects of the human body such as body dimensions, mass and inertia properties, joint locations,
ellipsoid dimensions, force models, joint models, and contact characteristics.
3.6

Injury Parameters
Injury Biomechanics is a field in which the effect of mechanical load on a body or region

of the body is studied and which also focuses on the probable injuries due to injury mechanism
and their severity.
Whenever a body or a region of the body is applied some external mechanical load or
force, undergoes some biological as well as psychological changes. These changes are called the
Biomechanical responses. Due to biomechanical changes may result into deformed body. If the
deformation of the body is beyond some recoverable limit, an injury occurs. Injuries cause
damage to anatomical structure or to the normal function of the body. The mechanism which
generates injuries on the body is called Injury Mechanism. The severity of the injury resulted can
be measured by Injury severity. A physical parameter which includes and correlates with the
other injury severity and determines the thresholds of the systems is called the injury criterion.
The most commonly used and worldwide criterion is Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS).
The AIS distinguishes the following levels of injury [3]:
0 - No injury
1 - Minor
2 - Moderate
3 - Serious
4 - Severe
5 - Critical
6 - Maximum injury (cannot be survived)
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9 - unknown
The numerical values shown have no other specific meaning other than to designate
order. Injury criteria’s are based on kinematic properties such as acceleration forces,
displacements and velocities. These quantities can be calculated with the standard features
offered by MADYMO. MADYMO also offers mathematical evaluation of a time history signal
for some injury criteria which needs some processing on the data signals.
Injury criteria: Injury Biomechanics is a field in which the effect of mechanical load on a
body or region of the body is studied and which also focuses on the probable injuries due to
injury mechanism and their severity. Whenever a body or a region of the body is applied some
external mechanical load or force, undergoes some biological as well as psychological changes.
These changes are called the Biomechanical responses. As that of the same analogy used in
mechanical components excessive stresses causes the deformation in the component or the
system same way in the human body injuries will take place if the biomechanical response is
excessive which causes deformation of the body, damage to the anatomical structure or to the
normal functioning of the body. An injury parameter indicates injury severity of the body parts
under consideration. To quantify the injury parameter severity is an important task and many
theories have been put forth for the purpose. The anatomical scale commonly used is AIS
(Abbreviated Injury Scale) originally intended for impact injuries in motor vehicle accidents,
however in modern days the updates of the AIS allow its application for other injuries like burns
and penetrating injuries.
To calculate these injury parameters based on the injury criteria some mathematical
evaluation is required. MADYMO performs these injury parameter calculations.
The following injury parameter calculations are available [3]:
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Gadd Severity Index (GSI)
Head Injury Criterion (HIC)
Neck Injury Criteria (FNIC)
3 ms Criterion (3MS)
Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI)
To evaluate HIC, GSI and 3MS requires LINACC signal of a selected body. The TTI
calculation requires linear acceleration signals of two distinctly selected bodies. Care should be
taken to find out the linear acceleration is that before the test LINACC keyword defined.
3.7

HYPERMESH [8]
Altair Hypermesh is a high-performance finite element pre- and postprocessor mainly

used for the meshing of the mechanical components. It is compatible with most widely used
finite element solvers. It is user-friendly software which allows conversion of CAD files to
another CAD formats. Some of the features in the Hypermesh such as user defined quality
criteria and controls, morphing technology to update existing meshes to new design proposals,
and automatic mid-surface generation for complex designs with of varying wall thicknesses
increases the efficiency and quality of the work. It reduces the user involvement to work on each
detail area as it include automation of meshing types and batch meshing features. For large scale
assemblies the meshing can be a Batch Meshing type which will generate the meshing
automatically using minimal user input.
Hypermesh’s GUI can be customized through an easy to use interface as per user’s
convenience. With the use of Tcl/Tk toolkit, users can take advantage to the build custom
applications fully integrated with Hypermesh. If the Macros are written properly the automation
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process can be achieved in Hypermesh easily. Due to the export templates and input translators
Hypermesh has become compatible to most of the solvers.
Hypermesh provides direct access to a variety CAD data formats for generating finite
element models. It also has excellent features to clean imported CAD-geometry which has
misalignments in the areas due to the gaps and which otherwise create problems while meshing.
Elimination of the problematic surface generation and misalignments by suppressing the
boundaries user can mesh the model with more accurate way along with the overall meshing
quality and speed. Likewise any other FE solvers it has feature using which a user can create the
boundary conditions or loading conditions on the model.
Hypermesh provides powerful tool of Auto meshing which can be used for 2D and 3D
model creation. It includes a new level of model modifications such as automatic mid-surface
generation, creation of the surfaces using pre-existing meshing surfaces and a comprehensive
laminate modeler.
Auto meshing tool can be extensively used for mesh generation of surface generation or
edge by manipulating the parameters such as element size, density, algorithm and many more
through which a use can achieve excellent control on the meshing even on the highly complex
surfaces or on the parts with desired quality.
Hypermesh also provides some data processing tools such as HyperStudy, HyperGraph which
can be extensively used to process the collected data. Hypergraph provides excellent automation
of the graph creation using the same data file formats collected for the different scenarios.
List of the Hypermesh compatibility with the other software programs:
OptiStruct
ABAQUS
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NASTRAN
ANSYS
MOLDFLOW/C-MOLD
LS-DYNA
RADIOSS
PAMCRASH
MADYMO
MARC
3.7.1

Geometry terminology

The commonly used terminologies and features are explained below
1) Face: The smallest entities that are created with the help of mathematical model.
2) Surface: A group of faces whose common edges are seamed together.
3) Free edge: The edge belongs to one surface only. Free edge may consider as an indication of
the gap existence or discontinuity.
4) Shared edge: The edge is shared by two adjacent surfaces those are supposed to be in
connection. When there is shared edge between two adjacent surfaces are shared, they are
considered to be geometrically continuous. While meshing such surfaces the auto-mesher
creates continuous mesh without any gap.
5) Suppressed edge: When there a shared edges between two surfaces it can be suppressed by
using suppressed edge option so the elements can cross over the edge without taking the
effect of the edges. The edge is shared by two adjacent surfaces but it is completely ignored
while meshing. The advantage of this feature is to obtain a single continuous surface ignoring
the edge between the two surfaces without actually changing the CAD model.
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6) Non-manifold edge: It is an edge which is shared by three or more surfaces. Auto-mesher will
mesh these edges in continuous meshing pattern without making any gaps in between. These
edges cannot be suppressed.
7) Fixed point: A point which is generated by edge and the FE surfaces. Its position cannot be
changed nor can it be suppressed.
8) Free point: A point in the space which is not associated with any surface [7].
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4. METHODOLOGIES

4.1

Need for Simulations
To measure and record the various types of data related to the dummy kinematics,

laboratory testing has been conventional approach. The laboratory testing consists of testing on
sled, along which the seat and dummy is placed. The data is recorded with various types of
sensors, accelerometers and load cells which are instrumented on board. The laboratory testing
requires much of labor, instrumentation, and accuracy during set up, however, it can not
represent the actual crash event because of its complex nature.
Hence, tool of computerized type of simulation using some software proves more
efficient than actual testing. LS-DYNA software can be used to develop and analysis of finite
element modeling of the structures, which can predict the deformations in the structures after the
test. To represent human prototype in the test MADYMO software is used, which can predict
injury levels during crash.
The main advantages of computerized type of simulation are:
1. Repeatability: While recording data, during laboratory testing, sometimes the output results
shows variations between two identical testing. It may happen, because of the change in initial
set up of the human dummy, slight change in the structures, human errors while measuring the
co-ordinates of the target points, change in the electrical signals, and ambient temperature or any
unexpected factors. But for computerized model, once the simulation of the crash event is
prepared, then it does not produce any variation in the output results because of the above
factors. Hence once correct parameters are set in the model, the repeatability of the output results
for those parameters can be assumed as hundred percent.
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2. Economical aspects and time constraint: In laboratory testing, production of the actual
structure and human dummy contributes huge amount of money. If structure, dummy, or
peripheral instruments produce malfunctioning or damage it needs to be replaced. However,
these factors can be eliminated completely, by using computerized model. According to the
requirement of application, number of modifications and developments are cheaply possible,
with the help of computerized model. Also, the actual production of the setup requires
considerable time to manufacture and assemble. This time can be efficiently invested to produce
computerized modeling.

4.2

Flow-chart for Methodology

Figure 12. Flow-Chart for methodology
4.3

Modeling of Seat
Seat design is made according to the regulations given by FAA. Initially it was modeled

in CATIA V5. Then it is meshed and its keyfile is generated with the help of HYPERMESH,
which can further be used in MADYMO or in LS–Dyna. To get the accurate results and to
reduce the analysis time, only seatback and seatpan of the seat assembly is selected and other
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framework connected to the seat is removed from the model. In MADYMO, material properties
can be defined in terms of load deformation or stiffness characteristics. In the actual testing, seat
parts were made by steel. Hence, stiffness characteristics, which can nearly identical to the steel,
are used to represent the seat parts.
Wrapping of the belt around the dummies is decided by the location of the anchor points.
For 2-point belt configuration, anchor points are situated at the side ends of the seat. In model,
triangular element meshing is generated, and end nodes are supported on the fixed co-ordinate
system. Nodal displacement that is degrees of freedom, of these nodes are constrained, so that
corresponding end nodes should remain fixed. Nodal force output of such nodes can be observed,
and it can be considered as a force developed by the belt to restrict the forward displacement of
the dummy.

4.4

Simulation Models and Characteristics
As the objective of this report is to study the effect of change of belt models on the output

results, it is necessary that, all other characteristics and properties must remain identical for all
the simulation models. Hence, stiffness characteristics used for all planes that represents seat,
floor, shoe stopper planes are determined precisely and those characteristics are made identical
for all other models. Load deformation characteristics for the belts, are made identical for all the
models. Only the type of the belt is varied. Contact characteristics between dummy and seat
planes, floor is made identical for all the simulation models.
The overall summary and information of the test procedures for the simulation models
can be obtained from Table 1.
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Table 1
Test matrix

4.4.1

Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 for FAR Part 25.562 emergency landing condition

(test configuration I)
All above models are generated to meet requirements of FAR Part 25.562 emergency
landing conditions. Model 1, Model 2, Model 3 for FAR 25.562 Emergency Landing condition
are generated from model 1, Model 2, Model 3 for FAR 25.562 General condition. The only
difference is that, model 1; model 2 and model 3 are rotated at 60 degree according to the FAR
25.562 emergency landing condition. Figures 13, 14 and 15 shows models 1, 2, and 3 for FAR
25.562 Emergency Landing condition respectively.
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Figure 13. Model 1 for emergency conditions

Figure 14. Model 2 for emergency conditions
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Figure 15. Model 3 for emergency conditions
4.4.2

Model 1 for FAR Part 25.562 general condition (test configuration II)
Simulation model 1 is developed to meet requirements of FAR part 25.562 general

conditions. From Figure 16 the simulation model 1 includes seat planes, floor, shoe stopper
planes. As this model implies aviation event, Hybrid III 50th percentile FAA type of dummy is
used and it is restrained with two point lap belt. The lap belt is made up of small linear segments.
The load and deformation characteristics can be applied to these segments. Crash pulse
according to the FAR Part 25.562 is applied to the model and results are obtained. These results
are then compared with actual laboratory testing.
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Figure 16. Model 1 for general condition
4.4.3 Model 2 for FAR Part 25.562 general condition
Figure 17 shows Simulation model 2. This model is generated to meet requirements of
FAR Part 25.562 general condition for aero plane. To generate this model simulation model 1 is
used except the belt is replaced. Instead of MADYMO linear segments, belt made up of finite
elements is created in Easi-Crash MADYMO. The belt length and all other specifications are
made according to the FAR 23.562 which has described the regulations related to the belts. The
actual belt had two independent parts from left and right side from the body and these parts are
joined by side locking system While modeling the belt all these specifications are considered and
two independent finite element belts are generated according to the actual dimensions. Ellipsoid
is used to join these parts as side locking buckle for the belt.
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Figure 17. Model 2 for general condition
4.4.4 Model 3 for FAR Part 25.562 general Condition
In Figure 18 simulation model 3 is shown. This model is generated to meet requirements
of FAR Part 25.562 general condition for aero plane. To generate this model simulation model 1
is used except the belt is replaced. Instead of MADYMO linear segments, belt made up of finite
elements is created in Easi-Crash MADYMO. The only difference between this model and
simulation model 2 is that, in this model, the belt does not have two independent parts but only
single lap belt is created around the dummy. As it is single finite element belt, it does not have
buckle.
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Figure 18. Model 3 for general condition
4.5

Selection and Positioning of the Dummy
After setting up seat to the exact location that is at the origin, the 50th percentile Hybrid

III FAA type of dummy is selected for the simulation purpose, as it represents the average size
and weight of the pilots. The FAA Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy has straight lumbar bones
while the Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy has slightly curved lumbar bones. Because of this
difference, the FAA Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy has became more suitable for aviation
purposes. The positioning of the dummy can be seen in Figure 19.
Performance of the dummy, during any test is eventually evaluated by its joint positions and
orientations. Inertial loadings and moments of the joints determines the acceleration and
displacement of the dummy hence, location and orientation of the dummy joints is one of the
factors which can affect the results of the validation. Therefore, while setting up the dummy on
the seat, it should have joint positions identical to the joint positions set during actual testing.
Records of the following joint positions are measured before and after the test with the help of
coordinate measuring machine, and data is collected in the form of IGES format.
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Figure 19. Positioning of the dummy
4.6

Head Profile
To match the initial dummy position according to the laboratory testing position, the

IGES format is used in the MADYMO. The points on the rigid frameworks are matched first and
then body target points can be coincide matched. After this, the target point of the center of the
gravity of the head and Hip point (H- point) of the dummy is matched. To ensure the initial
position, head profile is matched along with body target points. From Figure 20, the green points
shows, body target points while, red point shows, head profile.
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Figure 20. Head profile
4.7

Design and Routing of the Belt
Two point seat belts are generally used to restrict the forward displacement of the

dummy. Accuracy and validity of the results, regarding to the tests is directly depending upon
the modeling of the seat belt.
While modeling the seatbelt, there are some factors that may affect the results
1.

Location of the anchor points

2.

Thickness of the seat belt

3.

Meshing and element size of the seat belt

4.

Material characteristics used for the seat belt

5.

Density of the material used

6.

Coefficient of friction used between seatbelt and body parts

To model seatbelt accurately, it is necessary to find out the exact stress induced on the belt
during impact loading. Forces induced on the belt cross-sectional area can be observed in Figure
21.
Calculation for strength of the belt
From the belt regulation given by FAR 23.562 and according to the requirements,
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Width of the belt = 0.0508 m
Thickness of the belt = 0.00127m
Therefore, Cross-sectional area of the belt is
A = width* thickness
= w * t = 0.0508 * 0.00127
=6.4516E-5 m^2

Figure 21. Belt forces
Hence, from the above data, maximum stress induced on the belt can be predicted as,

σ=

2.205E 3
F
=
A
0.0508 * 0.00127

σ =3.42 E7 N/m^2
In MADYMO and in LS- Dyna load deformation characteristics of the belt material can be fixed
from the above value of the stress. The load deformation properties are obtained by the belt
manufacturer SCHROTH Safety Product Corp. and stress strain characteristics are obtained by
above calculations. Table 2 and Figure 22, show the belt characteristics of the belts.
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Table 2
Load-deformation values for the belt

Belt characteristics can be obtained from above table and it is then used in MADYMO.

Figure 22. Plots for belt load-deformation values
4.8

Seat Belt Position

According to the regulations given by FAA, the inclination angle of the seat belt should
remain at 45 degree along the sides of the dummy. The simulation model developed has followed
all above conditions to obtain accurate results. Figure 23, shows belt positioning according to the
regulations.
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Figure 23. Belt positioning
4.9

Sled Pulse

4.9.1 Sled pulse for test configuration I

The sled Pulse is obtained from actual laboratory testing, and it is applied to the
simulation models. Figure 24 and Figure 25 shows the acceleration pulses which are used for test
configuration I and test configuration II respectively.
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Figure 24. Acceleration, velocity and displacement of the sled
4.9.2

Sled pulse for test configuration II

Acceleration Pulse

Figure 25. Acceleration, velocity and displacement of the sled
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4.10

Selection of Characteristics for MADYMO Model

4.10.1 Contact characteristics for ellipsoidal model

While simulating the model, the dummy comes in the contact with various objects such
as belts, seat planes, floor, and shoe stoppers. To create the contacts that can simulate as
accurate as actual contacts, the contact property should be selected precisely. In actual testing the
seat panels, floor and shoe stoppers were made up of identical material. Hence, a unique contact
characteristic can be selected for all above contacts. Force type of contact model is selected for
all above contacts.

4.10.2 Contact characteristics for seat surfaces

When the acceleration pulse is applied to the sled, it gets transmitted to the whole setup
through the seat as a medium. To achieve desired kinematics of the dummy, seat surfaces should
have accurate stiffness and contact characteristics. Table 3 and Figure 26; illustrate the contact
characteristics of the seat surfaces. Seat surfaces are developed with the help of planes that can
be generated in MADYMO according to the actual dimensions. Sometimes, results of the
simulations show noise in the data due to penetrations in the bodies. To avoid or to reduce this
noise in the data, due to penetration, small amount of gap is created in between hip of the dummy
and seat surfaces. This gap has no standard dimension but it can be set in the range of 0.001m to
0.002m depending upon the applications.
Table 3
Contact characteristics values for seat
Contact Model Load (N ) Deformation (m)
00000.00
0.00
Force
20000.00
0.01
50000.00
0.05
Master
Seat pan surface
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Slave

Dummy Parts

Figure 26. Plot for contact characteristics of seat surfaces
The above contact characteristic is then applied to the contact between seat surfaces and different
parts of the dummy.
4.10.3 Contact properties for belt attachment buckle

Belt joining buckle is created in MADYMO with the help of ellipsoid. While simulating,
the model, the buckle may penetrate in to the abdominal organs of the dummy. This may create
unwanted reaction due to penetration. To avoid this, the suitable contact characteristics are
applied to the buckle. Table 4 and Figure 27 show, the contact characteristics and values of the
belt joining buckle.
Table 4
Contact properties for belt attachment buckle
Contact Model Load (N ) Deformation (m)
00000.00
0.00
Force
20000.00
0.01
50000.00
0.05
Master
Buckle Ellipsoid
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Slave

Dummy Parts

Figure 27. Plot for contact characteristics of belt buckle

4.10.4 Contact characteristics for belt

The belt system created with the help of MADYMO linear segments, has peculiar
characteristics to create automatic contacts with the body parts of the dummy. But finite element
belts do not have this property. For finite element belt contact with the body parts of the dummy
has to be created manually. Therefore, to make the finite element belts more compatible with the
frontal crash scenario, KINEMATIC type of contact force model is selected [3].
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5. VALIDATIONS

5.1

Introduction

Validation is the process to check the reliability of the geometric model, which is
developed to meet certain requirements. The signals obtained from the simulation models are
compared with signal obtained from the mechanical test and their reliability is checked by
statistical analysis. It’s an important and time consuming step after simulation. Method of
statistical analysis of the signals should be used, because visual inspection of the dummy
kinematics may produce false results.

5.2

Validation Methods

In general, validation methods can be grouped into three methods.
1. Dummy Kinematics

During, actual crash lab testing, video of the event is recorded with the help of high speed
cameras. High speed cameras captures maximum frames in the small time of interval as
compared to the normal cameras, due to which motion study of the dummy, during event can be
observed thoroughly. Also, with the tools like, Hyperworks MotionView, this video can be
synchronized with the simulated animation and primary stage validation can be studied with
visual inspection.
2. Validation of the Dummy Profiles

The signals obtained from the mechanical test and simulation test are compared and their
statistical analysis is made on the basis of following methods [9]
a. Based on coefficient of correlation
b. Based on injury criteria
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c. Based on peak value criteria

5.2.1

Correlation coefficients

The correlation coefficient was computed to compare the shape of the signal profiles. It
gives us an idea as how much is the two profiles similar in shape. The correlation coefficient is
defined as [9]:
n

r=

∑( f
i =1

n

∑( f
i =1

i

− f )( g i − g )
n

i

− f )2 ∑ (gi − g)2
i =1

Where,
r = correlation coefficient
fi = measured simulation signal
gi = predicted test signal
f– = average simulation signal
g– = average test signal
A suggested validity range is r>0.80.

5.2.2

Injury parameters

The main response obtained from crash testing is the various injury responses as
explained in the earlier chapters. These responses are used to predict the severity and type of
injuries that the occupant may suffer in case of the crash scenario under consideration.
These injury criteria are also utilized as the basis for certification by the government
agencies.
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These injuries levels predicted in the crash tests and the simulations are used to validate
the simulations. The values predicted by the simulations must be within the tolerance range of
those predicted by the actual tests.
Some of the injury criterion, such as Head injury Criterion is evaluated within specified
time windows and the position of this window is also of importance in predicting the validity of
the simulations.

Thus the time windows for such injury criterions were also utilized in

establishing the validity of the model [9].

5.2.3

Peak value validation

A number of injury criteria are based on peak value. The time window during which the
peak occurs is also important for injury values. A square is proposed around the peak. If the
simulation results lay inside the square the model is considered valid. The lower boundary is
80% of the peak value and upper boundary is 120% of the peak value.
The time boundaries are considered to be 5 ms less for the lower time boundary and 5ms
greater for the upper time boundary [9].

5.2.4

Relations between average signals

The average signals from the mechanical tests and from the model were computed. The
average values for test and model were divided. A result near unity indicated the two time
histories were similar. The range of 0.8-1.2 was considered to be valid [9].
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5.2.5

Standard deviation of residuals

The signals from the mechanicaGl test were compared with corresponding data point
from simulations. The difference between these points is the residual. The residuals were
computed for the various signals. The standard deviation was computed for the residuals [9].
n∑ f i − (∑ f i ) 2
2

σe =

n(n − 1)

Where

f i residualsal
n number of datapoints
The boundaries were set at 20% of the peak value in the mechanical test [9].
5.2.6

Maximum residual

The size of the maximum residuals was related to the mean value of the absolute value of
the mechanical data. The maximum residual was defined as [9],
Rmax =

max i f i
1
∑ xi
n
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6.1

Introduction

Comparison of the plot profile is another conventional tool to check and study the
performance of the simulation models. The results obtained from the mechanical test and
simulation models are superimposed with the help of MOTIONVIEW software and their
comparison is studied.
Statistical approach used to study the plots
1. Based on dummy kinematics
2. Based on Coefficient of correlation
3. Based on peak value analysis

6.2

Comparison Based on Dummy Kinematics

To study dummy kinematics has been one of the conventional ways to check the validity
of the results. Dummy kinematics does not provide numerical data but gives an approximate
idea about the actual crash event and simulation model. It shows displacement and physical
performance of the mechanical and computerized dummy. Following figures shows the dummy
kinematics comparison between actual test and simulation models.
Major disadvantage of this type of method is that, complex models or models which
show nearly identical behavior can not be studied by only observation. All the figures below
from Figure 28 to Figure 33 show the dummy kinematics for Test configuration I and II.
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Time = 0.0 ms

Time = 40 ms

Time = 80ms

Time = 120 ms

Time = 160 ms

Time = 200ms

Figure 28. Dummy kinematics of model 1 for Test Configuration I
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Time = 0.0 ms

Time = 120 ms

Time = 40 ms

Time = 80ms

Time = 160 ms

Time = 200ms

Figure 29. Dummy kinematics of model 2 for Test Configuration I
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Time = 0.0 ms

Time = 40 ms

Time = 80ms

Time = 120 ms

Time = 160 ms

Time = 200ms

Figure 30. Dummy kinematics of model 3 for Test Configuration I
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Time = 0.0 ms

Time = 40 ms

Time = 80ms

Time = 120 ms

Time = 160 ms

Time = 200ms

Figure 31. Dummy kinematics of model 1 for Test Configuration II
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Time = 0.0 ms

Time = 40 ms

Time = 80ms

Time = 120 ms

Time = 160 ms

Time = 200ms

Figure 32. Dummy kinematics of model 2 for Test Configuration II
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Time = 0.0 ms

Time = 40 ms

Time = 80ms

Time = 120 ms

Time = 160 ms

Time = 200ms

Figure 33. Dummy kinematics of model 3 for Test Configuration II
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6.3

Comparison Based on Coefficient of Correlation

Table 5
Comparison based on coefficient of correlation

The correlation coefficient was computed to compare the shape of the signal profiles. It
gives us an idea as how much is the two profiles similar in shape. The correlation coefficient is
defined as [9]:
n

r=

∑( f
i =1

i

− f )( g i − g )

n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ ( fi − f )2 ∑ (gi − g)2
Two cures can be said to be valid if correlation coefficient r should be equal or grater than 0.8 for
the two curve data.
To compare the shape of the signals the correlation coefficient was calculated. A
correlation coefficient near unity indicates high positive correlation, which means that the two
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time histories have the same shape. However, it does not guarantee that the time histories are the
same since they could be identical curves offset from each other. High correlation indicates that
one curve can be linearly transformed into the next. A correlation coefficient can also detect if
there is a systematic shift between the curves. If the curves have low correlation coefficient but
the other measures are valid it is likely that the curves are shifted. For the correlation evaluation
all mechanical test correlations were within the proposed boundaries. In the future the boundary
range can be made narrower.
The data obtained from the mechanical test and simulation models were obtained and
their coefficient of correlation is found. The Table 5, shows validation of the curves based upon,
correlation coefficient method.
From the Table 5, it can be observed that, all the simulation models are validated
successfully for all the attributes except lumbar load in Z direction.

6.4

Comparison Based on the Peak Value Criteria

The data obtained from the mechanical test and the data from the simulation model are
superimposed the comparison of the plots is obtained based on the peak value criteria. Peak
values for test configuration I and II are shown in the Table 6 and Table 8.
Assessment of the injury criterion is directly depending upon the peak values of the
dummy model. So, the proposed method of peak value criterion method is to put the standard or
value obtained from mechanical test in the square. The higher bound and lower bound is
obtained around this value with 80 percent and 120 percent. The peak values from the simulation
models are then compared with these higher and lower bounds. If the peak value falls in between
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higher and lower bounds then it is said to be valid. The validations of the peak value are shown
in the Table 7 and Table 9.
Generally comparing the peak value of a model with the corresponding peak value for a
mechanical test is a poor measure of the validity of the mathematical model. However, a number
of injury values are based on peak values and therefore it is a need for a model to predict peak
values with reasonable precision. For the peak value evaluation it was observed that not all
measured signals were within the proposed validity boundaries for the signal. For the time
however all signals were within the specified limits. The signal boundaries can be made wider
while the time boundaries can be made narrower.
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Table 6
Peak value measurement for test configuration I
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Table 7
Peak value validation for test configuration I
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Table 8
Peak value measurement for test configuration II
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Table 9
Peak value validation for test configuration II
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7. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

7.1

Applications

The models developed thus can be used readily for next research or any future
development. The data is readily available with the validation analysis so that next user can refer
the data and select the suitable model as per its application. The potential applications of these
models can be listed as follows.
i. Accident reconstruction

To reconstruct any aviation accident, these models can be used as reference models. If the
acceleration pulses, obtained form the real world scenario is applied to these models, these
models can predict the injury level of the occupant.
ii. Coupling with other software

These models are created with the MADYMO software, and these models can be coupled
with other software like RADIOSS, LS Dyna, and PRIMER which are powerful tools to predict
the structural deformations. So with the help of the combined use of such software user can
predict human injuries of the occupant and structural deformations simultaneously.
iii. Scaling of the dummies

In these models the 50th percentile Hybrid III FAA type of dummy is used. MADYMO
provides a database for parameterized dummy models which can be proportionately scaled to the
height and weight of the occupants involved in the accident. So these results, can also predict the
results of the another type of the dummy which is different in size and weight.
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iv. Development of the restraining devices

These models are created with the two point seat belts. With the help of these models, three point
or four point seat belt can be easily generated.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

8.1

Introduction

To obtain the conclusions the data obtained from the mechanical test and simulation model is
compared and its statistical analysis is done. The statistical analysis can quantify and conclusions
can be inferred from the study.
Table 10
Summary of the results and Pass/Fail Criteria values for FAR 25.562

8.2

Conclusions

1. The process of the validations is mostly depends upon the statistical analysis of the responses.
Single validation method or approach can not satisfy all the requirement conditions of
validations for mechanical test and simulation model comparison.
2. Based on correlation coefficient analysis of the data, it can be observed that, all simulation
models shows results well within acceptable range of validation. Table 10, shows that, only for
Lumbar load in Z direction attribute, all simulation models are failed. This proves that, shape of
the signals is not in accordance with the mechanical test signals.
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Table 11
Summary of all the comparisons

3. From Table 11, it can be observed that, for neck tension, compression, chest deflection, and
femur force criterion all simulation models shows valid results. But for neck flexion, extension
and lumbar load in Z direction model 1, model 2 and model 3 for Test configuration II has failed
to validate the results. Also for chest 3ms criteria, model 1 and model 3 for Test configuration II
are failed.
4. From Table 11, statistical analysis on the basis of peak value measurement criteria, shows
poor validation results. Considering this criteria, very few simulation models are said to be
valid. The probable reasoning for not using this criterion is that, the ellipsoid model represent too
coarse model of the mechanical dummy. The force can act on a single point per ellipsoid.
Therefore, ellipsoid model of the dummy can not compute the effects and behavior of the
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distributed loading on the dummy parts efficiently. Hence, peak values achieved by the
mechanical dummy are not identical with ellipsoid model of the dummy. So, to check the
validity of the simulation models, peak value measurement criteria should not be used.
5. From the Table 11, it can be conclude that, models 1, 2 and 3 for Test configuration I show
100% valid results considering correlation coefficient and injury criteria for each and every
attribute except lumbar load in Z direction. Hence, in general it can be stated as for 40 ft/sec sled
velocity, and for 60 degree elevation test, all simulation models demonstrated above are
predictable and show valid results.
6. While comparing the mechanical and computer generated dummy, it was observed that, the
overall size of the computer generated dummy is slightly less than mechanical dummy. This size
difference may produce change in the dummy kinematics and performance of the dummy which
may lead to the failure of the model considering statistical analysis.
7. To get the results faster, the modeling of the MADYMO type of the belts should be used, as it
takes lesser time for analysis comparing finite element models of the belts.
8. The modeling of the seat belt joining buckle, shows negligible contribution considering the
results.
9. To predict the results, Simulation and computational tools used to develop mathematical
models will prove to be powerful tool for future development and research.

8.3

Recommendations

1. Simulation software do not provides library for the loading and unloading curves that can be
used for creating the belts. Each time, for achieving accurate results material testing is needed. If
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the simulation software could provide the loading and unloading data, then it will become very
easy to simulate the belt models.
2. The validation process is depending upon various statistical tests. There should have unique
method to validate the belt models. The more mathematical study is needed to analyze and
handling of the data.
3. Modeling of the seat, with the help of FACET or finite element may improve the interaction
between dummy and seat surfaces.
4. The overall size of the computer generated dummy and actual mechanical is not exactly
identical. Some of the bone structures and neck models of the computer generated dummies are
insufficient to represent the mechanical or real world body parts. This has to be improved.
5. The linear accelerations of the computer generated or mechanical dummies can be recorded
efficiently. But for angular accelerations or moments the instrumentation can not achieve that
much accuracy. Due to which peak values of the dummy kinematics does not match.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Comparison of profiles of actual test and simulation models
for test configuration I

Head Accelerations

Chest Accelerations
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Appendix –A (continued)

Pelvic Accelerations

Neck Forces
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Head Path and Lumbar load in Z direction
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Appendix B: Comparison of profiles of actual test and simulation models
for test configuration II

Head Accelerations

Chest Accelerations
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Appendix –B (continued)

Pelvic Accelerations
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Neck Forces

Appendix –B (continued)
Upper Neck Force and Lumbar load in Z direction
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